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Wikis are widely used by communities to create and update documents on the Web. This presentation describes 
the potential of Wikis for producing DAISY (more precisely DTBook) contents. We discuss how to convert exist-
ing Wiki contents into DTBook. We also examine how DAISY content producers could use Wikis as an easy and 
free tool to collaboratively edit their documents. The case of MediaWiki is studied (this Wiki software is used 
by Wikipedia, Wikisource, Wikibooks, …). We describe how to expand its functionalities as to make possible the 
importation and exportation of DTbook contents.
1 Introduction
In 1997, the INSERM launched a research project addressing the information needs of visually impaired 
people (VIP), as part of the European projects SEDODEL and VICKIE (SEDODEL; Burger / Bronner / Archam-
bault / Befeki, 2003), developing the secure delivery protocol on the Internet. This project resulted in a speci-
fication that was implemented by BrailleNet jointly with INSERM, UPMC University Paris 06 and INRIA for 
creating the Helene server, a book delivery service on the Internet (Guillon / Burger / Bronner / Archambault 
2001; Braillenet 2009a; Braillenet 2009c). The implementation started in 2000. 
In 2002, XML DTBook, defined in the NISO Z3986-2002/DAISY 2.02 specification, was adopted as a central 
format for structuring textual contents, storing them and producing various output formats on demand. 
Later, the server was updated to respect the DAISY 3.0 specification published in 2005. The Helene server is 
open to centers producing adapted versions of books in Braille or large-print (Braillenet 2009b). It also runs 
a digital library open to individuals with visual impairments using adapted computers (Braillenet 2009c). 
BrailleNet has contracts with more than 100 publishers providing the source files of books. More than 
4000 DTBook files are currently available on the server. Those files can be exported in different formats, 
produced on-the-fly according to user preferences, like XHTML, PDF or Full DAISY. Nevertheless, the main 
barrier to the development of the catalogue is the transformation of the source files provided by publishers 
into accessible DTBook files. Recently, the release of DTBook export functions for popular word-processors, 
namely ”Save as DAISY” for Microsoft Word, and ”ODT2DAISY” for OpenOffice, proved to simplify the produc-
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tion process for the Helene server. However there is still a need for an user-friendly tool to edit DTBook files 
after they have been initially produced from the source files. Because it is not always possible to immedi-
ately create a perfect adaptation of a document, people at BrailleNet often need to correct or to improve 
the original file, which often creates uncomfortable situations: for example, to correct a book, a producer 
should keep a copy editable with a word-processor in a repository, then commit somebody to modify this 
copy, to generate the DTBook again and finally, to upload the corrected version into the server. In order to 
improve the efficiency of the production process and maintenance, it appears necessary to really make 
DTBook the main and central format of the production chain. DTBook should be the format used to create 
but also modify the adapted documents. 
In another perspective, adapting complex contents often implies for people to have a minimal expertise in 
the domain to which these contents relate. In some cases several experts may contribute to the adaptation 
of a book, making this task a collaborative work. For instance, adapting educational material could require 
the primary work of transcribers for structuring the text and then, the work of a teacher responsible for 
writing alternative descriptions to images. This example of educational materials sheds light on a need for 
environments facilitating the collaborative adaptation of contents which clearly could find applications in 
many domains. At this point, the question could be formulated: how to create and modify DTBook contents 
progressively and collaboratively? Last but not least, as the delivery service of Helene server runs on a Web 
server, finding a Web based solution for creating, editing and adapting files could be useful to improve the 
integration between production and delivery processes, thus, to also improve its global efficiency. This was 
the rationale for investigating Wiki techniques and platforms as a possible component in a digital chain for 
producing accessible contents for the VIP. 
2 Wiki principles 
Over the past few years, Wiki has become the most widely used way for a community to edit contents on the 
Web. A Wiki is a website that uses a software called “Wiki software” which makes available pages that can 
easily be modified. The Wiki software makes possible to edit Web pages using a simple markup language 
(the Wikitext) and/or a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editor. As a Wiki is a web application, only 
a Web browser is required to use it. All authorized users are allowed to create and to edit a Web page on 
a Wiki and it is possible for a Wiki administrator to monitor or to be warned when modifications occur on 
Web pages.
Thus a Wiki appears to be a potential framework for adapting documents and making them accessible in 
the DTBook format. This is the rationale of a study that we have conducted in conjunction with INRIA and 
BrailleNet on several Wiki platforms. This papers reports on this study and its conclusions. In the first sec-
tion, we will introduce the basics of our proposal, especially which software platform we have chosen and 
why we did so. In the second part, we describe how to import and edit DTBook documents in a Wiki, and in 
the third part, how to export documents from the Wiki to DTBook.
3 Selecting a Wiki software
We first conducted a preliminary survey of free existing Wiki solutions available on the Web. Among many, 
some of them designed for very specific applications, we made a first selection of three platforms sup-
ported by large communities:
•  MediaWiki which is the widely used Wiki software and because it is highly extendable (MediaWiki 2009);
•  MoinMoin which owns XML DocBook (near of DTBook) import and export features (MoinMoin 2009); 
•  DokuWiki because of its powerful access control mechanisms (DokuWiki 2009).
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Then, a qualitative evaluation of their respective functionality, led us to adopt the MediaWiki which appeared 
to be the most appropriate for our application. The main reasons were: 
•  it is used by several big projects (Wikipedia, Wikisource, Wikibooks),
•  it is actively developed and supported by a dynamic community,
•  the software core can be extended. Particularly, it is possible to easily improve the parser (the part of the 
code responsible of the Wikitext processing) and to add new tags in the input mark-up language,
•  an extension is available for book proofreading. 
•  It has been developed for the Wikisource project, under the name ProofReadPage: a book can be displayed 
either page by page as a column of text (manually typed or automatically produced by an OCR program) 
beside the scanned image, or broken in its logical organisation (parts, chapters, etc) (ProofReadPage 
2009). This feature matches one important requirement of our project which is to facilitate the adaptation 
process of newly scanned books. For that the image of each pages of a book has to be displayed in front 
of the corresponding well-structured DTbook content.
•  It provides some access control mechanisms (even if limited): for example, it is possible to create users 
groups and to give them rights to read and/or edit only specific pages of the Wiki.
4 Content importation and edition
4.1 Importation of DTBook contents
MediaWiki uses a simple Wikitext language. For example, it allows (with a user friendly syntax) to basically 
structure a document (to mark titles, references, links, italic, bold), to create tables and lists, etc. Thus, the 
importation of DTBook contents into the Wiki implies a conversion from XML DTBook into the Wikitext syntax. 
As we could not find such a converter we have developed one using XSLT, which was not a complex task. 
A problem however was that the Wikitext is not as expressive as the DTBook language: this means that a 
lot of DTBook tags are not translatable in Wikitext (for example, it is not possible to render producer notes 
or page numbers). To avoid information loss, it was necessary to extend the Wikitext to make it as expres-
sive as DAISY. MediaWiki allows its syntax to be extended with XML tags. We used this feature to create a 
language which mixes Wikitext and DTBook syntaxes (this is what we will call “extended Wikitext”). For all 
things available in Wikitext, our converter translates the DTBook tags into Wikitext syntax, and for things not 
available in Wikitext, it keeps the original DTBook tags. 
4.2 Importation of newly scanned books
To import scanned books, we use features provided by the ProofreadPage extension. A possible method is 
the following:
•  to scan a book with an imaging software (there are free ones available like Sane);
•  to use image processing software (like Unpaper) to improve the appearance of the images (remove mar-
gin, perform rotations, etc) and to get one image by page if needed;
•  to create a PDF or DjVu file containing all the images;
•  to upload the file on the Wiki.
Once the file has been uploaded, a robot can be used to perform an OCR: for each page, it runs the OCR pro-
gram and feeds the Wiki with the text. Then text is editable, users can correct and structure the book using 
the original image displayed beside.
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Wikisource provides such a robot which uses Tesseract, a free OCR software (WikiSource 2009) Tesseract 
gives good results but using (non-free) Finereader or Omnipage softwares could sometimes be a better 
choice with complex contents.
4.3 Edition
The edition in the Wiki is done using the extended Wikitext described above, whose principle is very similar 
to the original Mediawiki Wikitext. Documentation and tutorials for introducing to DTBook can be imple-
mented in the wiki. For instance, MediaWiki toolbars can provide contextual assistance on tag names as to 
make the DTBook edition process easier.
5 XHTML rendering and DTBook export
5.1 The rendering of extended Wikitext
A Wiki is viewable by a Web browser. In MediaWiki, this is achieved using XHTML language. This means 
that after a text has been edited, it should be converted into XHTML. The transformation from Wikitext into 
XHTML is done by a parser. The MediaWiki parser is flexible enough to be extended: the new tags in the 
Wikitext can be translated in XHTML. This is a part of our project: write some code to properly render the 
extended Wikitext in XHTML. We have chosen this solution rather than to use existing DTBook to XHTML 
converters (there is such one in the DAISY Pipeline), because creating a MediaWiki extension allows a bet-
ter integration (for example, when displaying a page using MediaWiki, there are “Edit” buttons beside each 
section title: with the DAISY Pipeline converter, it was not possible to easily generate these buttons).
5.2 The exportation into DTBook
After contents have been corrected, improved and properly structured in the Wiki, they have to be converted 
back into DTBook. There are two ways to do this: either to convert the XHTML rendered by MediaWiki into 
DTBook, or to convert the extended Wikitext source. We have examined the first solution which might be 
supported by the fact there is an XHTML to DTBook converter in the DAISY Pipeline. Eventually this approach 
was not chosen because basically, MediaWiki does not clearly distinguish appearance and semantic: this 
means that part of the information related to content structure present in the Wikitext source is not trans-
lated in the XHTML output. Alternatively converting extended Wikitext into DTBook allows avoiding this 
problem. This can be achieved simply using a MediaWiki extension called Wiki2Xml which converts a page 
of the Wiki to XML (Wiki2xml 2009). To get XML, this extension uses the MediaWiki API and particularly some 
parser related functions. Even if the Wikitext to DTBook converter is not directly integrated in MediaWiki, 
it uses parts of code which are maintained by the MediaWiki team. For example, we don’t have to parse 
Wikitext from zero: Wiki2Xml uses parser function to pre-process the source (cleaning, template inclusion, 
etc). This provides an XML output, very similar to the Wikitext input but better structured, which contains all 
information needed to create a DTBook. The final conversion from XML generated by Wiki2Xml into DTBook 
can be performed with an XSLT style sheet. 
6 Conclusion
The DTBook standard Z39.86 provides means to produce well structured, high quality contents. In this pa-
per, we have described a possible technical approach to make DTBook not only a distribution format, but 
an editable format. Preliminary assessment has been made with good results. We are currently developing 
tools to put DTBook contents in a Wiki, to modify them and to get back DTBook without information loss. An 
operational prototype is expected later in 2009. The future work will consist in further development, consoli-
dation and testing. We also plan to explore the possibility to use a WYSIWYG editor with extended Wikitext: 
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currently, we only know there are WYSIWYG editors for MediaWiki, but we don’t know if they can be improved 
with DTBook features. When tools will be mature enough, we will communicate where to download them, 
for sharing with other potentially interested people of the DAISY community.
At this stage, the tools to produce DTBook cannot be fully integrated into software, because there is no 
clear distinction between the semantic of a document and its appearance in MediaWiki. Therefore, a good 
evolution would be to introduce this kind of problem to the community, to make this distinction in the future 
versions of MediaWiki.
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